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Speaker claims synfuel plants dangercrtffs
By BOOMER SLOTHOWER
M o n ta n a  K a lm in  R e p o rte r
The Carter administration’s 
proposal to build synthetic fuel 
Plants in eastern Montana could 
create “serious problems" for 
Montana's environment, Steve 
Doherty, staff member of Northern 
Plains Resource Council, said 
yesterday.
Doherty, speaking at a Student 
A ction  Center noon forum 
yesterday in the University Center 
Mall, said there are two aspects to 
the “synfuel fever.”
The first, he said, is the "moon- 
shot type proposal” for funding 
that Carter has made, which would 
give $120 billion to the oil industry 
for production of synfuel.
Synthetic fuel is produced by 
refining hydrocarbons (generally
coal or oil shale) into liquid fuels.
Carter’s proposal has been 
toned down by Congress. So far, 
$20 billion has been approved for 
the construction of 12 demonstra­
tion synfuel plants, Doherty said.
The second aspect of the 
synfuel plan involves the creation 
of an Energy Mobilization Board to 
speed completion of energy 
projects. The Senate approved 
creation of the board last week. 
Creating the board was one aspect 
of a larger Senate energy bill, 
Senate Bill 1308. S.B. 1308 is one 
of three energy proposals now 
being debated in Congress.
The worst of these energy 
proposals, according to Doherty, 
is the resolution being debated in 
the House Commerce Committee. 
This resolution, House Resolution 
4499, would grant broad authority
to the Energy Mobilization Board 
in p ick ing "p r io r ity  energy 
projects,” and allows waiving laws 
that cause undue delays to energy 
projects.
S.B. 1308 allows the board to 
alter laws that get in the way of 
priority energy projects, Doherty
STEVE DOHERTY
said. This bill also includes a 
project decision schedule that 
gives the board the authority to 
dictate to state and local gov­
ernments the amount of time 
they have to reach a decision 
about an energy project. If the
decision is not made within that 
time frame the board can make the 
decision.
D o h e rty  sa id  th e  le a s t 
objectionable proposal is the one 
now in the House Interior 
Committee, House Resolution 
498$. The resolution would put the 
most restrictions on the board. 
While the proposal would allow 
shortening of the time frame that 
local and state authorities have to 
make their decision, it would not 
allow waiving or altering laws.
The th re a t to  M on tana ’s 
environment is based on a 
Department of Energy study that 
found 10 counties in southeastern 
Montana as being suitable for 
synfuel plants. The study said 36 
syn fu e l p lan ts  capab le  of 
producing 1.8 million barrels of 
synthetic fuel a day could be 
constructed.
The study says the impact on the 
counties — Richland, McCone, 
Dawson, Wibaux, Custer, Powder 
River, Rosebud, Bfg Horn, 
Musselshell and Carbon — will 
include the mining of 9 billion tons 
of coal over a 25-year period, 
yearly consumption of 468,000 
acre feet of water (four times the 
yearly flow of the Little Big Horn 
River), and an increase of 396,000 
in the population of the 10
counties by 1990. The study also 
estimates it would cost $25 billion 
to construct public facilities to 
accommodate the population 
increase.
The problem with synfuel 
plants, according to Doherty, is 
that none has been built on the
DAVID ALBERSWERTH
scale being discussed now.
"It's a $20 billion guess made 
with the taxpayers’ money," he 
said.
While the Energy Mobilization 
•  Cont. on p. 8.
Environmental conference under way
(Staff photo by Darrel Mast.)
By EILEEN SANSOM
Montana Kalmin Raportar
Environmental groups from 
around the state are gathering at 
the University of Montana this 
week to increase student 
awareness of Montana’s en­
vironmental concerns.
The "Conference on the En­
vironment" will expose students to 
such diverse groups as the 
Northern Plains Resource Coun­
cil, the Northern Tier Information 
Committee, the National Center 
for Appropriate Technology and 
the Environmental Information 
Center, Ron Stief, Student Action 
Center director said.
SAC is sponsoring the six-day 
conference that will include a 
lecture by Gary Snyder, a Pulitzer 
Prize-winning environmental poet, 
whom Stief calls a "profound 
thinker on the environment.”
Snyder will lecture at the 
Science Complex 131 at 7 p.m. 
tonight on “The Environmental 
History of China." Snyder’s topic is 
part of the environmental lecture 
course “Global Environmental 
Problems."
groups represented at the con­
ference took  pa rt in an 
environmental-information fair in
the University Center Mall yester­
day. The fair will continue from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. today.
Stief said he hopes the con­
ference will encourage students to 
“make contact" with one of the 
groups at the conference and get 
involved.
The Wilderness Institute, a UM- 
based non-advocacy organization, 
presented a slide show yesterday 
on the Montana Wilderness Study 
Act.
Slides of each of the nine areas 
being reviewed were shown and 
Ken Wall, Wilderness Institute 
coordinator of field studies, said it 
is "a good time to get involved in 
this issue."
The presentation indicated that 
there are many misconceptions of
the Wilderness Study Act.
It is not understood that 
livestock grazing, mining, fire 
supression, hunting and fishing 
are all permitted under the act.
Another myth pointed out in the 
presentation is that only the 
“young and hardy" use wilderness 
areas. But evidence exists that 
shows people of ail age groups and 
varied physical ability use the 
areas.
Wall said the diversity of en­
vironmental groups at the con­
ference is good and exposure to 
these groups should increase 
student awareness.
The Wilderness Institute gathers 
facts on environmental issues to
•  Cont. on p. 8.
Aber Day Kegger dead, 
alternatives proposed
PCB contamination a chance find, 
according to federal spokesman
By EILEEN SANSOM
Montana Kalmin Reporter
The presence of polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCB) in bone and meat 
meal distributed by the Pierce 
Packing Co. of Billings might 
never have been detected, a 
spokesman for the Environmental 
Protection Agency said Friday.
In a seminar at the University of 
Montana, Ken Alkana, aerosol 
waste and toxic substances coor­
dinator for the Helena office of 
EPA, said if Rightwood Farms of 
Idaho had not tested the feed for its 
content, the presence of PCB in 
the animals exposed to the feed 
could have gone undetected.
An unused transformer at the 
Billings plant drained PCB into 
the plant drainage system and 
became part of the rendering 
process. In this process, grease is 
extracted from waste water and 
used to make bone and meat meal.
Alkana said the PCB was at­
tached to the fat and grease and 
became part of the feed that was 
distributed all over the western 
United States.
"One little drop caused a rippl­
ing effect," he noted, since some of 
the PCB-ridden feed was exported 
as faraway as Japan.
Throughout Montana, chickens 
and eggs were destroyed after the 
contamination was discovered.
The University of Montana Food 
Service had 34 cases of PCB- 
contaminated eggs which were 
disposed of Sept. 17, John Pi- 
quette, director of residence halls 
food service, said yesterday.
"None of those eggs got into the 
food process," Piquette added. 
The eggs were replaced at no 
charge by Continental-Keil, a 
major food warehouse in Billings, 
he said. None of the poultry at the 
food service was contaminated, he 
added.
Although PCB can no longer be 
manufactured and there are laws 
controlling the use and disposal of
•  Cont. on p. 8.
By LINDA CARICABURU
Montana Kalmin Raportar
The Aber Day Kegger is no 
more, but plans are in the making 
for some kind of spring quarter 
event to replace it.
David Stevens is this year's 
chairman of the Missoula Liquid 
Assets Corporation (MLAC), 
which formerly put on the kegger. 
He said chances for an Aber Day 
Kegger this year are "virtually 
dead,” because of lost support 
from both outside and within the 
university.
MLAC ran into difficulties last 
year securing a health permit from 
the Missoula City-County Health 
Board. Objection to issuing the 
permit was led by County Com­
missioner Barbara Evans, who said 
the kegger "endangers the health 
and safety of the community."
Much of the university ad­
ministrative support for the kegger 
was dropped last summer, as cited 
in a memorandum dated July 27 
from the University Center Direc­
tor Ray Chapman to Director of 
Auxiliary Services J. A. Brown. In 
part, the memo reads, “Appraising 
the Kegger on a benefit vs. cost
basis. I find the event relatively 
costly . . .  its only benefit being to 
those participants who regard it 
as one of the more entertaining 
activities available. Because of 
this, I am withdrawing all future 
University Center support of the 
event."
Because of declining support, 
Stevens said MLAC “ is in a period 
of transition, of shifting gears; 
we’re looking fora new direction."
Stevens sees the new direction 
as being something different from 
previous Aber Day celebrations. “ If 
there are any keggers in the future, 
MLAC won’t be putting them on," 
Steven said. “We just aren’t look­
ing toward a kegger anymore.'"
MLAC isn’t looking toward Aber 
Day as the focal point of celebra­
tion as done previously. Stevens 
would like to see Aber Day "go 
back to the low-key holiday it was 
10 years ago."
But Stevens stressed that MLAC 
still sees its goals as producing 
some type of springtime event. He 
said a new event was proposed to 
the administration last week.
Stevens said the proposal had a
• Cont. on p. 8.
o p in io n
A belated appeal to Pope John Paul II
An open letter to the pope:
Dear John Paul II:
I know It is a little late to be writing 
you a letter, as you are already back 
home at the Vatican, but in the event 
you are planning another trip to the 
United States in the next several years, 
I hope you will consider visiting 
Montana, and specifically Missoula.
I read that you decided to stop in 
Iowa after receiving a letter from an 
obscure farmer who suggested you 
would enjoy a visit to America's so- 
called heartland, so perhaps this letter 
will not be in vain.
I have never been to Iowa, and 
probably would not recognize it in a 
police lineup, but I’ve heard enough 
about it to know that aside from 
abundant reserves of corn and 
remarkably straight highways it has 
little to offer the foreign tourist.
Montana, on the other hand, not only 
offers some of the finest scenery this 
side of the Po River, but is the perfect 
place for a man of your station to come 
and relax and meet Some real folks.
In Missoula, sir, if I may say so, you
will meet some of the finest people in 
the state. In all honesty, Missoulians 
are not characterized by a high degree 
of religiousity, but we have activists 
aplenty whose emotional pitch and 
dedication would match John the Bap­
tist’s.
Some of the nearby mountains, 
moreover, are so high, that upon 
ascending their summits even the 
basest heathen would admit to 
emotions decidedly religious.
And unlike other towns in Montana, 
Missoula can boast that a good propor­
tion of its residents are bright, young, 
intelligent out-of-staters who have 
come here to share their knowledge 
and experience with the natives.
If you'd care to make an appeal for 
brotherly love, you could attempt to 
reconcile the disgruntled, conservative 
businessmen with the above- 
mentioned bright young people who 
allegedly control most of the govern­
ment and the media in Missoula.
On your agenda would have to be a 
visit to the University of Montana, 
which has a widely-respected (though 
threatened) religious studies program.
l e t t e r s
Bicyclists warned
Editor Just thought I should warn all you 
easy (bicycle) riders out there that do not 
already know, but out lurking the streets of 
Missoula, an unmarked bicycle (NOT 
MOTORCYCLE) is waiting to ticket you for 
bicycling violations.
I was lucky to get off with a warning, but 
the fellow in front of me was not — he 
received a ticket ($10) for not stopping at a 
red light, before making a right hand turn 
on Higgins.
While stopped for the warning (riding on 
the sidewalk on Higgins' Street Bridge) the 
officer filled me in on some of the do's and 
don'ts. Even in the early morning or late 
night when there are no people on them,
you may not ride your bicycle on the 
sidewalks. (This includes bridges.)
I am unsure if this regulation goes as far 
as telling your five-year-old to play in the 
road, but who knows? Bicycles will obey all 
the rules of their “ motor”  vehicles. (I only 
wish someone would tell the drivers of the 
“other" motor vehicles.) Now for the killer; 
when riding, in the road, EVEN WHEN 
CROSSING THE BRIDGES, you shall ride 
your bicycle just to the left of the parking 
lane line, NOT IN THE PARKING LANE. 
See you around.(?)
Wayne Steffenson 
senior, business
montana
k a im in
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r e p u b l i c  f o r u m ” * * * ™ ”* "
| NORML—defusing
8  I wish to clarify some confusions 
§  which may have arisen from the Kaimin's 
| |  Oct. 5 article on Montana NORML’s 
Missoula Marijuana Initiative, and to 
§5 comment on the “ roots” of the “mari- 
:$• juana problem."
& The Missoula Marijuana Initiative is 
S not an exercise in confrontatory politics, 
*§ nor is it an attempt to attack the integrity 
S of law enforcement officials. Rather, it is 
§  an effort on the part of our culture to 
»  educate the public with regard to the 
S financial and social costs of enforcing
5  prohibition in Missoula, in the hope that 
s  ritualistic persecution of marijuana 
j§ users will end.
s  The Kaimin, the Missoulian, United
6  Press International and the Associated 
§  Press have all published statements by 
s  myself and by law enforcement officials 
S concerning the extent of pot law en- 
S forcement in our city.
»  These reports are an integral part of 
^  the picture. Unfortunately, through 
§  oversight, no newswriter has done the 
§  basic research which would present the 
ŜSfSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS!SS5SaS::5SSSK?aSS5S?5SSfiiW:5SfS?
real statistics to the public, thereby 
preventing needless attacks upon in­
dividual credibility.
Montana Board of Crime Control 
(MBCC) statistics indicate that 8 out of 
10 drug arrests are for marijuana, and 
that 90 percent of the latter are for 
possession, not for sale. In a typical year, 
according to MBCC figures, about 1,000 
Montanans are arrested for possessing 
cannabis.
KECI-TV did a little digging and found 
there were 60 such arrests in Missoula 
County in 1978. And as the Kaimin story 
indicated, a typical average for Missoula 
pot busts is one per week, if we use 
information given by Capt. Larry 
Weatherman of the Sheriff's Depart­
ment.
Montana NORML feels that even a 
single arrest for possession of marijuana 
is unjustified. Cannabis prohibition is a 
tyrannical paternalism which has driven 
an anthropological wedge between two 
internally homogeneous cultures.
Knowledge from thousands of years of
Not many programs at UM, in fact, 
are not threatened, but that is another 
story and we could not possibly hope 
for your intercession on our behalf.
We've got more than our share of 
pollution here, but since the exhaust 
from all those Fiats is eating away the 
frescoes of Rome, you can understand 
our plight.
We do not tell Polish jokes in 
Montana, if that is a concern of yours, 
although the North Dakotans do have a 
hard time of it here.
I should warn you that several 
women’s groups in the area will object
to your stands on the ordination of 
women, birth control and abortion, but 
they are generally friendly and 
nowhere near as virulent as Lina Wert- 
muller.
In conclusion, I would suggest only 
that you make no plans to ride the train 
here and that if you do fly, you should 
come during any season but winter, 
when an almost constant fog closes 
down our airport.
I remain, respectfully,
A fan in Montana.
Ed Kemmick
1H04 Y fll
Coaches’ raises insulting *
Editor: It was the height of absurdity for 
me to read in the Friday, Oct. 5, issue of the 
Kaimin, that our “noble” regents have 
awarded the University of Montana 
coaching staff salary raises of between 14.7 
and 24.4 percent. It tells me more about the 
clowns sitting on that board than all of their 
previous circus acts put together.
The disproportionately high raise given 
to a non-academic personnel group on 
campus adds insult to injury to every 
faculty member on this campus. As a point 
of comparison, the ten years of service that 
I have given this institution (fourof these as 
associate professor) are currently being 
rewarded at the great tune of $17,064.
What a ludicrous honor! Many of my 
colleagues are being mistreated and in­
sulted at the same rate. I hold no ill-will 
towards the coaches, but I do wonder 
where the regents’ sense of justice reposes. 
I strongly suspect that they are sitting on it.
While the morale here is degenerating 
daily, the regents seem more concerned 
about building farm clubs for professional 
sports than about a half-decent education 
for the people of this state.
Roman Zylawy, French section head 
associate professor of French 
foreign languages and lits.
the ‘mentality
ceremonial, religious and medical uses 
of this herb has been hidden beneath a 
cloak of ethnocentrism. That such a 
large segment of persons mostly in one 
age bracket is persecuted for performing 
a ritual as esoteric as puffing weed is a 
symptom that our society has not yet 
matured past the mentality that leads our 
politicians to conclude that a handful of 
foreign troops in Cuba justifies an 
escalation of the arms race.
The Montana Standard in 1931 ran a 
story on Montana's first anti-marijuana 
legislation. Our legislators laughed, the 
story reported, as they spoke of "beet 
field peons" smoking reefers and com­
mitting horrible murders in the name of 
Mexico.
Of course, these were racist lies.
Just as Montana legislators outlawed 
marijuana to oppress Mexican- 
American itinerants, so do contem­
porary lawmakers perpetuate the 
persecution, of “undesirables" (e.g. 
students, etc.) in the marijuana prohibi­
tion of today.
If the purpose of the proscription were £• 
truly to eliminate cannabis use, another »  
method would be adopted and the S 
criminal approach abandoned, for the & 
herb is used by persons in all socio- S 
economic groups. Indeed, alcohol »  
prohibition taught us that criminal i f  
penalties do not curb the use of sub- §  
stances which are an integral part of a »  
culture's lifestyle. &
The Missoula Marijuana Initiative is a 8
first step in a broad-based cultural effort 8  
to defuse the mentality of fear in our own »  
community and to expose the ethnocen- & 
trie premises upon which the persecu- «  
tion of a subculture is based.
As we learn to accept the various §  
rituals of our own people, perhaps we S 
will learn to accept the differences in j|  
other peoples of the world as well. &
Kevin Hunt I
Montana NORML Board of Directors f j
senior, political science
Missoula mechanic tells trade secrets
By VANESSA CERAVOLO
Montana Kaimln Contributing Raporter
When your car breaks down and 
you're not familiar with a local 
mechanic, call the airport and ask 
for the head mechanic.
Those are the words of wisdom 
from 44-year-old Missoula 
mechanic Neil Smith.
“The head mechanic knows 
everyone in town and can refer you 
to a safe place to take your car,” 
said Smith.
"Aircraft have to.meet federal 
specifications,” Smith explained. 
“Therefore, aircraft mechanics will 
. only do business with reliable 
machinists and mechanics. I 
know,” Smith said, “ I’veblownfour 
transmissions out in the boonies."
27-year veteran
Smith has been a mechanic for 
about 27 years. He has owned his 
own shop for about five years. He
said about 50 percent of the 
mechanics in Missoula try to cheat 
the public.
“ I know," he said, "because of 
the amount of cars I receive from 
other local mechanics who have 
done a bad job."
Smith said a neighbor had taken 
a Volkswagen van to a local 
mechanic for a valve job and a new 
distributor. "The bearings were 
worn out after the work had bqen 
done." The mechanic had only set 
the points and charged $50 for 
work he didn't do, Smith said.
One young woman asked Smith 
to tune up her 1973 Volkswagen, 
he said.
"She was on her way to Texas, 
but the car had too many miles on 
it to go that far. I told her she 
should have the engine rebuilt 
before driving that far," Smith said.
She didn't want to spend the 
money, Smith said, so he tuned the 
car for her and told her to call the 
airport if she had any car trouble.
The engine "blew up" in northern 
Texas, Smith said. "She called the 
airport and was referred to a local 
machinist," he added.
Smith said the machinist rebuilt 
the engine well. "The cost was 
even $10 within the estimate that I 
had quoted her,” he said.
Protection help
Smith mentioned several things 
that people can do to protect 
themselves from being cheated by 
mechanics:
•  “Don’t ever go to a service 
station," he said. Pump your own 
gas and check your own oil. 
Familiarize yourself with your car, 
he said.
•  Look for cleanliness in a shop, 
Smith said. “Cleanliness and 
sanitation are necessary. It is 
impossible to do precision work 
without the work being spotless," 
he said.
•  Buy a book, Smith said. “ How 
to Keep Your Volkswagen Alive—
19 students vie for 5 positions
By LINDA CARICABURU
Montana Kaimln Reporter
Nineteen students have applied 
for the five vacant positions on
Money, bylaws 
top CB agenda
Tonight’s Central Board 
meeting will include a dis­
cussion on proposed 
changes for the ASUM 
bylaws.
The proposed revisions 
are being recommended by 
the ASUM- Cohstitutlonal 
Review Board and are sub­
ject to CB approval.
CB will also vote on several 
special allocation requests. 
The recommendations made 
by the Budget and Finance 
Committee include:
•  $144 to the Home Ec 
Club.
•$400 to the CutBank 
publication.
•  $140 to the fencing club.
•  $250 to the Recycling 
Center.
. •  $1,020 to ASUM.
CB will be meeting at 7 
p.m. in the UC Montana 
Rooms.
Central Board.
ASUM President Cary Holm- 
quist said the applicants will be in 
contention to fill vacancies left by 
former CB members Glenn John­
son, Greg Ingraham, Tim Stearns, 
Scott Waddell and Jo Etta 
Plumage. None of the five returned 
to the University of Montana fall 
quarter.
During the annual student 
government elections, candidates’ 
names are put on ballots accor­
ding to where they live — married 
student housing, on campus, off 
campus, or organized off campus 
(fraternity or sorority). But Holm- 
quist said that when seats are filled 
during the term, an applicant may 
fill the seat" of a" different housing 
constituency other than his own.
Five students living on campus 
this quarter have applied for the 
positions. They are: John Seidl, 
junior in business management; 
Jed Liston, sophomore in com­
munication science and disorders; 
Robin Castle, sophomore in 
biology; Michael Lopez, junior in 
resource conservation; and Evan 
Clark, junior in accounting.
Applicants living off campus 
include: Michael Yakawich, junior 
in psychology; Walter Congdon, 
senior in geography; Andrew 
Czomy, senior in business 
management; Douglas Rice,
sophomore in radio-tv/sociology; 
Brad Walseth, freshman in general 
studies; Darryl Smith, freshman in 
general studies; Lee Hinze, 
sophomore in general studies; 
Steve Spaulding, ju n io r in 
business administration; Jon Stan- 
nard, senior in business ad­
ministration; Timothy Fraley, 
junior in business; Wayne Kimmet, 
junior in accounting; Barbara 
Drake, sophomore in computer 
science; John Burrows, senior in 
psychology; and Keith Hofseth, 
sophomore in business ad­
ministration.
A screening committee of six CB 
members, including Holmquist, 
w ill interview each of the 
applicants.
The screening committee will 
give its final suggestions to Holm­
quist within a week. He said he 
would like to make his recommen­
dation to CB at the meeting next 
Wednesday.
All music’s gotta be folk music: I 
ain't never heard no horse sing a 
song.
—Louis Armstrong
for the Complete Idiot," is the book 
he recommends. "It’s the only 
book I know that explains where 
something Is and what it is," he 
said. Though it's a book for 
Volkswagen repair, he said, it will 
help anyone become more familiar 
with any kind of car.
“ Remember," Smith added, 
"you own the car, it doesn't own 
you."
Smith will be scheduled to hold a 
lecture sometime in early 
November. Date, time and location 
will be posted on campus.
WRC wants 
volunteers
The Women’s Resource Center 
is seeking volunteers, writers, 
poets and photographers.
Volunteers are needed for one 
hour per week to answer the 
telephone and answer visitors’ 
questions. No experience is 
necessary.
The center is also soliciting 
poetry, interviews, photographs 
and articles for its fall quarter 
newsletter, "Feminism and Sex­
uality.” The deadline for subrfiit- 
ting work is Nov. 1. For more infor­
mation, call Steph at 243-4153.
The universe is an infinite 
harmony of vibrating beings in an 
elaborate range of expansion- 
contraction ratios, frequency 
modulations, and so forth.
—Thaddeus Golas
Big Sky Cyclery 
announces a new line 
of bicycles 
AUSTRO—DAIMLER
During October 
10% oft on all 
bicycles In our 
new line. 
543-3331 
2225 S. Higgins
Welcome Students
10%
Discount
Anytime!
(With Valid ID)
•  Art Supplies
•  Books
•  Stationery
T I E
IF F IB E
S U P P L Y
Since
115 W. B
Oppn Mon.-S  
543-
1916
roadway
af. 9  to  5:30 
7171
A n E ven ing of 
E xuberance and  
Enchantm ent! '
T H E
B A L L E T
F O L K
A National Touring  
C om pany
O NE N IG H T  O N LY  
IN  M ISSO U LA
O c to b e r 14 8 :0 0  P.M. U n ivers ity  T h e a tre
F o r  T ic k e ts ,  C a ll  th e  U n iv e r s i ty  T h e a t r e  B o x  o f f ic e  a t  
2 4 3 -4 5 8 1 to  a .m .-6  p .m . w e e k d a y s .
Tickets also a va ilab le  at The F ine Print bookstore, 
130 East Broadway, and the Magic M ushroom  In 
Southgate Mall.
General Adm ission $5.00 
Students and Senior C itizens $3.00
Repertoire
“The Firebird" by Igor Stravinsky, and tw o other 
ballets to the m usic of Ravel and Debussy.
Sponsored by Montana R epertory Theatre
ANIMAL IWDtC
The Most Popular Movie Comedy Of All Time
A  UNIVERSAL RE-RELEASE e « n  u w e n k  o n  m e o i mc
OPEN 6: 45 PM 
SHOWS AT 7:00-9:15
mawnuMiMio f iD
The B eautifu l
ROXY
543-7341
N 0 W S T 10 W N Q !
D irected by Phillip N oyce A  N e w  Vbrlrer Films Release
PLUS, BRUNO BOZZETTO'S “LIFE IN A TIN CAN!” 
TjujZtoJLjM ED  WED-THURS-FRI-SAT
S15 SOUTH HIGGINS SHOWS—7:00 & 0:15
The Perfect 10 Will Win 10 Weeks 
of FREE Movies et the World 
SEND PHOTOS TO: 
WORLD THEATRE 
P.O. Box 8388 
Missoula, MT 59801
for adults 
who can 
count... 
Q I 3
“ A GOOD FUN MOVIE...
I was hooked from the first shot.
‘Newsfront’ is well acted, 
edifying, and ultimately inspiring. 
Let it brush over you like the 
summer breeze.”
Sand m# your poor, your tlrad . , .
OR BETTER YET 
SEND YOUR PICTURE TO  
THE WORLD THEATRE 
AND ENTER IN THE
PERFECTW CONTEST
SHOW TIMES 
7:00 & 9:20
A temptingly 
tasteful 
comedy..
DUDLEY MOORE
BLAKE EDWARDS’
TO"
JULIE ANDREWS
—Andrew Sarris, Village Voice
ROTC interest on steady upswing
Interest in the Reserve Officer 
Training Corps program at the 
University of Montana has in­
creased steadily since 1974. 
According to the staff of the
CAPT. FRED WILLIAMS
military science department the 
reasons could range from in­
creased promotion of the program, 
to the fading of the Vietnam War 
issue.
Cadet Dennis Olson, senior in 
business administration, said that 
he has planned on a military career 
since he was a junior in high 
school and ROTC will allow him to 
enter the service as a com­
missioned officer.
“ It seemed like a better deal than 
going in as an enlisted man," 
Olson said.
There has been a changing 
attitude toward the military In 
general, Capt. Fred Williams said. 
Williams, an assistant professor of 
military science, believes that 
"students are interested in what it 
(ROTC) can do for them.”
Past studies have shown no 
concrete reasons why students 
join ROTC, Lt. Col. John Gilliam 
said.
“ If you ask 10 different folks, 
you’ll get 10 different answers,” 
Gilliam said.
One potential UM cadet, Matt 
Gordon, a freshman in general 
studies, is here on a ROTC 
scholarship.
He said that he plans to stay with 
the program for at least the next 
two years. In order to stay in the 
program after his second year he 
would be required to sign a con­
tract with the army.
After signing a contract, cadets 
receive $100 per month and are 
required to attend a six-week 
summer camp between their 
junior and senior years.
The contract also stipulates that 
following graduation, cadets must 
serve either three years of active 
duty or six years in the active 
reserve.
"Initially most students indicate 
that they are interested in joining 
the reserve," Gilliam said. “But by 
the end of their junior year they are 
interested in active duty. I don't 
know if it's the job market or what."
Currently there are 150 students 
enrolled in UM’s ROTC program. 
Enrollment is down 20 from last 
year, but the number of juniors 
staying with the program is up 100 
percent, Williams said.
in ROTC students learn more 
leadership and management skills 
than they would at other university 
programs, Williams said.
But there are courses offered 
under m ilitary science that 
students not enrolled in ROTC can 
take, such as Orienteering and 
mountain climbing.
Those activities are intended to 
build self-confidence in one’s 
ability to do things, whether it is in 
the military or not, Williams said.
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
Applegate to work on Sen. Durkin's staff
BOZEMAN (AP) — Rick 
Applegate, a well-known advocate 
of citizens' causes and en­
vironmental concerns, is leaving 
Montana to become an aide to Sen. 
John Durkin, D-N.H.
Applegate formerly ran the 
Center for Concerned Citizens and 
then the Center for Balanced
Transportation, which he closed 
last spring.
“ I have thought about going to 
Washington for some time,”  the 
30-year-old Applegate said. “ I 
think most of the center's work is 
done, and I have spoken to the 
Montana issues that I feel are 
important.”
STARTS TODAY! ONE WEEK ONLY!
*  A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
P G  FMBTH SUBMQ SUGBS1C » P G  FMUT4L CUOMO SUGBS’iO ■22’
# 1
n a i M B H P X i A a i V M W
C 1971 MMMXPT MCfHOCOWMMOl
m  i i o i  Funn|e*t Short Subject Ever! rLUd! “JIMMY THE C”
OPEN 6:45 P.M. Showplace of Montana
“Fever” at 7:00 Only WILMA
“Grease” at 9:15 Only 543-7341
SUNDAY MATINEE AT 2:00 ONLY
Applegate said he expects to 
work on such issues as transporta­
tion, technology, small business 
development and housing while on 
Durkin's staff.
Some of the things Applegate 
fought for in Montana were open 
m eetings and saving the 
Milwaukee Road and Amtrak. He 
spoke out strongly against such 
things as the proposed Ski 
Yellowstone ski area and a logging 
road in the Buck Creek area.
He said he will continue to work 
on issues important to Montana “ in 
my p r iv a te  c a p a c ity  in 
Washington."
“ I don’t think it possible for 
anyone to outgrow our state," 
Applegate said. "I don't think of 
Washington, D.C. as a career, or 
where I’ll be for the rest of my life, 
at all.
"I see it as a tremendous learn­
ing opportunity and a chance to 
be involved in national policy 
formation right at the hub.”
C arter announces ultim atum  on inflation
WASHINGTON (AP)—Presi­
de n t C a rte r renew ed his 
commitment yesterday to do 
"whatever it takes" to fight 
inflation, even if this means 
unpopular economic policies that 
could damage him politically.
In a nationally broadcast news 
conference, his first in nearly 2V6 
months, Carter said he supports 
efforts by the Federal Reserve 
Board to tighten credit.
Carter said bringing rising 
prices under control remains "a 
top' priority." If actions aimed at 
s te m m in g  in f la t io n  p rove  
workable, “ that’s what I will do," 
the president asserted.
Although inflation has soared to 
an annual rate of about 13 percent, 
the president said his economic 
program has reduced unemploy-
WEDNESDAY 
UC Mall
Information table for the Women’s Resource 
Center.
Environmental Information Fair, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Noon Forum, "BPA, Energy and Citizen Participa­
tion,” speaker will be Paul Richards, state director of 
Common Cause.
Search Bake Sale, throughout the day.
Meetings
USFS EPA meeting, 10 a.m., UC Montana Rooms 
360 A and B.
SAC environmental conference, 10 a.m., UC Mall.
WRC Brown Bag Discussion., “Our Sensual 
Selves.”  noon, UC Montana Rooms 361 A. B and C.
Computer Center short course, “ Introduction to 
DEC 20. Part 1,”  1 p.m., CP 109.
Homecoming Royalty interviews. 1 p.m., UC 
Montana Rooms 360 D and E.
Financial Aids workshop, 2 p.m., UC Montana 
Room 360 C.
Publications Board meeting, 4:45 p.m., UC 114.
Budget and Finance meeting. 6 p.m., UC 114.
Central Board, 7 p.m.. UC Montana Rooms 361 A, 
B, C and D.
IFC meeting, 7 p.m., UC 114.
Campus Rec seminar, “Backpacking Equipment,” 
7 p.m.. WC 215.
Environmental Studies lecture, “The Environmen­
tal History of China.”  Gary Snyder, 7 p.m., SC 131. 
Two films will be shown after this lecture.
Films
“Path of the Paddle." 5 p.m , WC 107, sponsored 
by Campus Recreation.
“Papua New Guinea." 8 p.m., UC Ballroom, 
sponsored by the Audubon Society.
Performances
“Kiss Me Kate,” 8:30 p.m., University Theater.
THURSDAY 
UC Mall
Homecoming Art Fair, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Meetings
Missoula Credit Women breakfast, 7 a.m., UC 
Montana Rooms 360 A. B and C.
Yearbook workshop, 9 a.m., UC Montana Rooms 
360 H, I and J.
Philosophy Club meeting, 3:10 p.m., UC Montana 
Rooms 360 D and E. JamesTodd will present a paper 
on "The Advance and Retreat of Political Popular 
Culture in the U.S. (1968-78)."
As man pries off the covers that 
hide the secrets of the atom, he 
may unearth wonders which bring 
the millennium when men will 
guide the tiny atom in doing the 
world’s work, while he has the 
leisure to do still greater things.
—Bernard Jaffa
ment and cut the federal deficit. 
The program has achieved “very 
beneficial results," Carter said, 
adding that he intends to maintain 
it.
In his first public response to an 
offer by the Soviet Union to 
withdraw 20,000 troops from 
Central Europe if NATO holds 
down its deployment of missiles in 
Western Europe, Carter said the 
Russians were "o ffe r in g  to 
continue the ir own rate of 
modernization as it has been, 
provided we don’t modernize at all.
“ It’s not quite as constructive a 
proposal as at first blush it seems 
to be," the president said. He did 
call the offer "in teresting ,” 
however.
“ I think it’s an effort designed to 
d isarm  the w illin g n e s s  or
Computer Center short course. "Introduction to 
DEC-20, Part 2.”  1 p.m., CP 109.
Headwaters A llia n c e  "S to p  T r id e n t"  
organizational meeting, 5 p.m., LA 102.
Rodeo Club, 7 p.m., LA 359.
Kappa Epsilon meeting, 7:30 p.m., UC Montana 
Rooms 360 D and E.
MEA meeting, 7:30 p.m., UC Montana Rooms 3601 
and J.
Films
“The Inheritance,”  on the energy future of the 
United States, 6:30 p.m., CP 109.
Performances
Poetry reading, Gary Snyder, 8 p.m., UC 
Ballroom, free.
"Kiss Me Kate," 8:30 p.m., University Theater.
FRIDAY 
UC Mall
eagerness of our allies adequately 
to defend themselves,” Carter 
said. The president said he would 
prefer to modernize the forces of 
the N orth  A tla n tic  T rea ty  
Organization (NATO) and then 
negotiate with the Soviets.
The news conference was the 
president’s first since July 25, 
which took place just after Carter 
completed his Cabinet shake-up. 
It produced a variety of questions 
on his political fortunes since an 
apparent presidential candidacy 
by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy 
surfaced.
But Carter side-stepped most of 
the questions, suggesting to one 
reporter that she was delivering a 
ca m p a ig n  speech  fo r  the  
Massachusetts Democrat.
On other subjects, Carter:
Meeting*
Business Advisory Council meeting, 8 a.m., UC 
Montana Rooms 361 D and E; luncheon, noon, UC 
Montana Rooms 361 A, B and C.
Alumni Board of Directors meeting, 8:30 a.m., UC 
Montana Rooms A series.
Homecoming luncheon, noon, UC Ballroom. 
Forum on a unicameral Legislature for Montana, 
rioon, Law School Room 204. Speaker will be Rep. 
Arlyne Reichert, D-Great Falls.
Computer Center short course. "Introduction to 
DEC-20, Part 2,” 1 p.m., CP 109.
Films
"Mirror, Mirror on the World." 2 p.m., LA 11, free. 
"The Front." 8 p.m., Copper Commons, free. 
Concerts
David Bromberg and John Fahey, 9 p.m., UC 
Ballroom.
Performances
•  Declined to state whether he 
would debate any Democratic or 
Republican presidential oppon­
ents.
•  Refused to predict how he 
would fare in the upcoming 
Florida non-binding "straw ” 
b a l lo t in g  on p re s id e n t ia l 
candidates.
•  Declined to offer any detailed 
com m ent on the problem s 
associated with allegations of 
cocaine use by Hamilton Jordan, 
his White House chief of staff.
- Carter reiterated his determina­
tion to stick with Vice President 
Walter F. Mondale as his running 
mate in any re-election bid. There 
have been reports that Carter 
political aides have questioned 
whether Mondale shoud be part of 
the 1980 ticket.
The president defended his 
decision to wait until Dec. 4 to 
announce his campaign plans.
"I want to do all I can without 
being an announced candidate, to 
work yvith Congress,” he said.
Very Important 
Initial Meeting for 
All Students 
Interested in 
Physical Therapy
Wed., Oct. 10, 7 p.m. 
WC 028
~~ r
Sandwich Shop
Seated T ab le  Service 
R eservations A vailab le
Featuring  a w ide  selection 
o f  h o t and co ld  sandw iches, 
hom em ade soups and bagels 
1 1 : 4 5  t o  1 : 0 0  P . M .
M o  n d a y - F r i d a y
—week in preview-
Bulk Vinegar is Back
Raw unfiltered
Apple Cider Vinegar — 45<t lb. 
Also — Organic Cabbage — 20C lb. 
Great for Sauerkraut
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Moody Monday
every 
Monday
U of M Students (9 holes) — $2.00 regular $4.50
Beer, Pool Tables, Pinball 
Missoula's most Picturesque Golf Course located in 
the Mansion over-looking the city. For information dial 
728-9661
NORML raps new Montana pot law
By LINDA CARICABURU Democratic platform meeting in amend Gould's bill, but that
downMontana Kaimin Reporter
A bill passed by the 1979 
Montana Legislature allowing 
marijuana to be used in the 
state for medical purposes has 
drawn criticism from the local 
cha p te r o f the  N a tion a l 
Organization for the Reform of 
Marijuana Laws (NORML).
The therapeutic-use bill, spon­
sored by Representative Budd 
Gould, R-Missoula, states that 
Montana will “ reschedule" mari­
juana from Schedule 1 drugs to 
Schedule 3 as soon as federal 
law does. Schedule 1 drugs 
cannot be used for medical 
purposes and are illegal.
Marijuana’s possible medical 
uses include relief to patients 
suffering from glaucoma and 
treatment for chemotherapy 
cancer patients. Gould is blind 
as a result of glaucoma.
Kevin Hunt, Missoula presi­
dent of NORML, said the bill 
was “merely an attempt to 
p la c a te  m a r i ju a n a  law  
reformers."
Gould said if the bill had 
been less stringent, the attorney 
general’s office and the Mon­
tana Medical Association would 
not have supported it, and in all 
likelihood the bill would not 
have passed.
He said the advantage of the 
law, was that as soon as the 
Food and Drug Administration 
rescheduled marijuana, it would 
go into effect immediately in 
Montana. Otherwise, the state 
would have to wait several 
months to a year for the 
Legislature to approve the 
change.
Gould also pointed out that 
no other marijuana-related in­
itiatives were introduced and 
suggested that Hunt " should 
introduce his own bill.
Hunt said that at the 1978
ti  l tf  ti  i  
Missoula, the legislators had 
unanimously agreed to put 
marijuana decriminalization on 
the party platform. However, he 
said, once the Legislature was 
in session, none of the party 
members would introduce a billl 
to back up this claim.
During the session, Hunt said 
several attempts were made to
the
 l ’  
G ou ld  tu rne d  
amendments.
Doctors may still apply for an 
investigative new drug use per­
mit, which grants limited use of 
the substance. But to do so. 
Hunt said the doctor must go 
through four federal agencies 
and a "complicated, confusing 
bookkeeping process."
news briefs
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Freed political prisoner says socialism ‘perishing’
Alexander Ginzburg, released from a labor camp in the Soviet Union 
five months ago, told students at Yale University that socialism is 
"perishing as an idea." He also said more Russians are speaking out 
because they have nothing to lose. "There comes a point where a man 
speaks freely and breathes freely even though beyond that he knows 
there lies prison," said Ginzburg, one of four political prisoners 
exchanged last April for two convicted Soviet spies held by the United 
States. Ginzburg had been arrested three times since 1960 for his 
activities supporting freedom of speech and he has served a total of 10 
years in Soviet prisons. He spoke Monday night and received the A. 
Whitney Griswold Award from the Yale Political Union.
Baez touring Indochinese refugee camps
American folk singer Joan Baez embarked yesterday from Hong Kong 
on a tour through Indochinese refugee camps to study firsthand what 
she called the "massive form of holocaust going on” in Southeast Asia. 
Baez said she expected to talk to Vietnamese refugees and ask them why, 
“after living through Japanese invasions and famine and w a r. . .  they 
are leaving now.” Baez, who has recently denounced Hanoi for expelling 
ethnic Chinese, has been criticized for those statements by actress Jane 
Fonda and other members of the Far Left. But Baez said she doesn't care 
what Fonda thinks of her. "I was trying to end the war for everyone who 
was being killed, not just for one-half" of the Vietnamese population, she 
said. ,
Castro to address United Nations
Cuban President Fidel Castro is expected to reach New York by 
today, accompanied by more than 200 Other Cubans, a source at 
the U.S. United Nations’ mission said yesterday. The source, who asked 
not to be named, said a planeload of Cubans was due in New York last 
night and another today, but there was no telling which plane Castro 
would be on. U.S. visas have been issued to 211 Cubans, the source said. 
Cuban Ambassador Raul Roa "kouri, asked when Castro was coming, 
said he knew only that Castro would be here between today and Friday. 
Castro is expected to address the U.N. General Assembly and a group of 
non-aligned nations at the United Nations.
Meeting set | Tony Boyle to be sentenced
MILES CITY (AP) — The 
Economic Development Associa­
tion of Eastern Montana will hold 
its fall meeting here Oct. 18.
Speakers will include State Rep. 
John Scully, D-Bozeman, who will 
talk about Montana’s water situa­
tion. Scully was chairman of the 
House Judiciary Committee dur­
ing the 1979 Legislature and is 
involved in the adjudication of 
water rights.
ASUM Programming & the National Audubon Society present
Papua New Guinea: Twilight of Eden
Come explore the world's largest 
island with Greg and Linda McMillan. 
Papua New Guinea remains a rela­
tively unknown land, hostile and fasci­
nating to outsiders, a haven lor an 
incredible array of unfamiliar wildlife 
and home to a people poised between 
two worlds and many centuries.
Tonight, October 10
UC Ballroom 8 p.m.
Free for Everyone
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MEDIA, PA (AP) — W. A. “Tony" 
Boyle, former president of the 
United Mine Workers convicted of 
ordering the 1969 assassination of 
a union rival, will be formally 
sentenced tomorrow on three first- 
degree murder charges.
Boyle, now 77, was denied a new 
trial last August by President 
Judge Francis Catania who will 
impose the mandatory life im­
prisonment sentences ordered by 
the trial jury after it found the 
defendant guilty in February, 1978.
Boyle was convicted of hiring 
the killers who shot Joseph "Jock” 
Yablonski and Yablonski’s wife 
and daughter as they slept in their 
Clarksville home on New Year' Eve 
1969.
The slayings occurred shortly 
after Boyle had defeated Yablonski 
in a bitter battle for presidency of 
the 400,000-member union.
Boyle was twice convicted of the 
murders. The verdict in the first 
trial in 1974 was overturned by the 
Pennsylvania Supreme Court.
Attorney A. Charles Peruto, 
alleging 43 errors in the second 
trial, said he would appeal again to 
the state’s highest tribunal.
Since his conviction, Boyle, 
suffering from a heart ailment, has 
been denied bail. He is being 
detained at the Eastern State 
Correctional Institution at Grater- 
ford.
TRADING POST SALOON
lost and found
LOST NEAR EAST FRONT. 5-month gray tabby 
mala cat If seen, call 549-9451. 9-4
LOST: FEMALE dog with gold curly hair. 
Setter/retriever cross Wearing brown collar with 
Minnesota rabies tag. Call Scott. 721-2135. 9-4
FOUND: SET OF KEYS by the L.A. building. Come
to Kaimm Office and identify._____  9-4
LOST: TWO German wire haired pointers, both 
female. Adult and 8 mo. puppy, Lost on West side. 
Call 728-6529. Tags on adult. 7-4
FOUND: FORESTRY text in LA 207. Claim in Main 
Hall, room 2 (basement)., 7-4
LOST: CANOE, green old town Oltonar 17 ft. 
Damaged, needs parts. Thibideaux rapids, 
Blackfoot River. Reward for return? Please call
549-8976 ______________________________ 7-4
LOST: WOMAN'S silver Carvelle wrist watch. Lost 
either 9/27 or 9/28. Contact Carlene. 721-3029.
________________________________________7-4
FOUND: SLEEPING BAG left in Glacier Park. If you 
identify bag & say where lost, it's yours. Call 549- 
0421, ask for Connie. 7-4
LOST: A BLACK leather wallet between Freddy's 
and campus. $25 reward. John Seidl, 1060 Jesse.
_________________________ '______________ 7-4
LOST: ORANGE back pack full of books on River 
bowl on Tuesday afternoon. Call 243-6095. 8-4
personals
ATTENTION SOCIAL CHAIRMEN at all dorms and 
Greek houses: Need a band for your function? 
Call Mike at The Good Music Agency, 728-5520.
•___________________ 9-5
NEED CASH? Paying $6.00 for each dollar of pre- 
1965 silver coins. No amount too small. Call 243-
2096.__________________________________9-3
CHARTER FLIGHT TICKETS available today. 
ASUM UC 105. 9-3
GAY MALES TOGETHER meets Tuesdays. For 
more information call the Gay Alternative Hotline
at 728-8758____________________________8-2
TOGA TOGA TOGA party. 243-4278.________ 8-2
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? Call us at Birthright.
Confidential; 549-0466. 7-10
ATTENTION — UNDER new management. Stop in 
or call Debbie or Rita for a precision haircut at 
reasonable prices. Located in Chimney Comer 
building below Sandwich Shoppe. 728-2029. 
Mon.-Sat. 6-9
NEED CASH? Paying $6.00 for each dollar of pre- 
1965 silver coins. No amount too small. Call 243-
2096.___________  6-3
MONOTHEISTIC DOCTRINE of Reincarnation in 
the Torah, the Prophets and the Gospels. Write: 
The Truth of Islam, P.O. Box 4494. South Bend.
Indiana 46624.__________________________9-8
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: Call Marie 
at 728-3820, 728-3845, 251-2513 or Mimi at 549- 
7317. 1-40
help wanted
KATHY IS A HOOKER. 9-1
CASH PRIZES offered for student participation in 
Homecoming Parade. $100, $75, $50 prizes 
offered to students who dress up, decorate cars, 
or build a float. Parade is this Saturday. Oct. 13. 
Contact Amy Pfeifer at 243-5855 or Jim Mountain
at 543-3692.____________________________ 9-2
DO IT THE FRENCH WAY! Thick, rich French toast 
($1.55) will get your day off to a great start. Try a 
French dip (only $2.25) for a super lunch. The Old 
Town Cafe, 127 W. Alder. 7 a.m.-2 p.m. 7 days a
week. 9-2
HOMECOMING ART FAIR, today and tomorrow.
UC Mall. 10-5 p.m. 10-1
work wanted
typing
EXPERT TYPING, doctorates, master's theses.
MSS. Mary Wilson, 543-6515.____________ 5-21
IBM ELECTRONIC, typing. 549-8074. Editing. 2-10 
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958. 1-40
Wilderness comments due
Written comments on the nine 
Wilderness Study Act areas will be 
accepted through Oct. 31, Ray D. 
Hunter, USDA Forest Service 
Northern Region’s study act coor­
dinator, has announced.
Results of nine workshops on 
the act are being compiled in the 
Forest Service's Northern Region 
headquarters in Missoula. Later 
this fall copies of the report will be 
sent to the workshop participants 
and others.
The nine areas under review with 
their national forest, respectively, 
are:
•  Big Snowies, Lewis and Clark 
National Forest;
•  Bluejoint, Bitterroot National 
Forest;
•  Hyalite, Gallatin;
•  Middle Fork Judith, Lewis and 
Clark;
•  Mount Henry, Kootenai;
•  Sapphire, Bitterroot and Deer 
Lodge;
•  Taylor-Hilgard, Beaverhead 
and Gallatin;
•  Ten Lakes, Kootenai;
•  West Pioneer, Beaverhead.
Also, formal public hearings on a 
draft environmental impact state­
ment to be issued in the spring of 
1980 are scheduled for late spring 
of that year.
Comments can be sent to; 
Regional Forester, USDA, Forest 
Service P.O. Box 7669, Missoula, 
MT 59807.
A man who has never gone to 
school may steal from a freight car; 
but if he has a university educa­
tion, he 
railroad.
may steal the whole 
—Theodore Roosevelt
F A L L  S P E C I A L
Pe rm. Shampoo. Cut. Blow D ry
—  $25
Only $8.00 for a Shampoo. Cut & 
Blow Dry
CHIMNEY CORNER 
STYLING
—Under New M anagem en t- 
Phone 728-2029 •  540 Daly
services
INEXPENSIVE AUTO rebuild and repair Barter and 
trade considered. Evergreen Automotive 
Specialists. 549-4001. 728-6562. 9-4
transportation
RIDE NEEDED to Helena Friday after 1 p.m., back 
Sunday, share expenses. 549-9552. ask for Don.
________________________________________9-4
RIDERS WANTED to share expenses around Nov. 
1st to San Francisco. 728-6054 or 676-3900. 9-13
CAR POOL daily from Clearwater. Greenough. 
Potomac area to University. Call 244-5290 
evenings. 4-5
NEED RIDE to Portland area Thurs. night or Friday 
— split costs. 543-6164 evenings. 7-4
for sale
HELP WANTED for nursery work. $3.00/hr. for 
general labor, more for equipment operators. 
Lawyo Nursery, 10 miles West of Plains. 626-3425.
_______________________________________9-11
HELP WANTED for nursery work. $3.00/hr. for gen­
eral labor, more for equipment operators. Lawyo 
Nursery. 10 miles west of Plains. 826-3425. 9-11
MEN! WOMEN! JOBS! CRUISESHIPS! SAILING 
EXPEDITIONS! No experience. Good pay! Eu­
rope! So. Pacific, Bahamas, World! Send $4.95 for 
Application/ info/ jobs to CRUISEWORLD 167 
Box 60129, Sacramento, CA. 95860. 8-2
BIG BUSY FAMILY needs part-time help with 
cleaning and cooking. Ĉ all 543-5359 between 7-8 
p.m. 8-8
MODELS NEEDED for drawing and painting 
classes. $3-4 an hour. Work-study preferred but 
not required. Contact Rhea in the Art Dept. X4181.
8-4
JOB WANTED as house person. Experienced for 
large groups. Call 728-5375, 2-4 p.m. or after 9.
9-3
'64 BUICK Skylark-auto trans., 2-door. Good 
condition, good tires. $300.00. Call 549-4795.
_____________  9-3
WOMEN'S NEW SADDLE — colored shoes, wedge, 
rubber-soled. IPV6 slim $17.50. 542-2554. 9-1
FIREWOOD Ponderosa pine $40/cord and $50/cord 
split. 243-5009 or 243-2378. 9-13
STANDARD FOOSBALL TABLE, good condition
$100. 728-2400, ext. 237,_________________ 9-3
75 MG Midget. New engine, new Michelins, AM-FM
cassette. $2900. 728-5066._____________  8-1
SOUTHSIDE SECOND HAND. We buy and sell 
furniture, tools, anything of value. Stephens at
Mount St.. 549-4979._____________________8-1
VINTAGE CLOTHING and accessories from 1830 to 
1950. Available at DOVE TALE, 612 Woody, 2 blks. 
west of train depot. 10-5 Tuesday thru Saturday.
______________________________________ 8-14
U of M STUDENTS DECORATE YOUR PAD. 
Hangings, drapes, pictures, posters, dishes, pots, 
pans, small electric appliances, linens, some 
furniture, antiques, books, glasswear. huge selec­
tion of clothing. Large selection of customs for 
parties. Open Mondays only, 9:00-4:00. Basement 
of St. Francis Church, Pine and Orange, 728-2367.
____________________________________________8-1
INDOOR 8-track player. Can be hooked up to 
stereo. Wood case. Excellent condition, barely
used- $35. 549-2959._____________________ 8-5
MENS'27" Takara 10-speed. 728-0829._______8-2
1971 FORD V4 ton P.U. with topper, 76,000 miles; 
good condition. Best offer. 728-2058. 6-5
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Watch for the Grand Opening 
Of the Newly Remodeled
STAR
October 11
Your favorite night spot is dressing up 
New dance floor — New novelty lights 
See it all for yourself
STAR GARAGE 
145 W. Front
a p p p p p p p p p p p p p p iiim m p ii i i i ip mij
lOPEN SUNDAYS!
Sign up fo r a free 10-speed 
to  be given away Tues., Oct. 16 
S ign up th is Thurs., Fri., Sat.
roommates needed
ROOMMATE WANTED to share laroe 2-bedroom 
unfurnished apt. Split rent of $225, utilities except 
electricity furnished. Nonsmokers please call 
Clair at the Kaimin 243-6541 or 543-4032. 9-2
FEMALE GRAD, wants same — for sunny, fur­
nished, 2-bedroom apt. Includes fireplace and 
laundry facilities. $115/mo. including utilities.
Rochelle — 728-8699 eves.______ 8-4
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share 2-bdrm. 
furnished trailer, $7750/mo. plus *4 electricity. 10 
min. from school. Non-smoker. Call Cindy 
evenings, 728-3877.___________ 7-3
JAZZ 
BLUEGRASS 
FOLK 
BLUES
Believe it or not we have one of the best 
selections in the Northwest on the above 
listed types of music and to top it off our 
prices are among the lowest around. 
Average prices for New LPs 
$4.99 & $5.99
PRICE GUARANTEE
I If after purchasing any item in our store you can findl 
I a legitimate local ad within 5 days showing a lower! 
I price, we will promptly & cheerfully refund the! 
I  difference. J
The MEMORY BANKE
140 E. Broadway 728-5780
Zimorino Brothers Win Award 
Amid Controversy
The Panel of Judges
Zimorino Bros. Red Pies Over 
Montana Restaurant has been 
awarded a Gold Medal for 
Excellence in Food Products 
Quality amid allegations of 
bribery.
W h e n  c o n f r o n t e d  w i t h  
accusations that they had 
attem pted to influence the 
decision of the judges, the 
Zimorino Brothers vehemently
denied the charge, stating that the offer to the judges of a month-long 
all-expense paid Carribbean Cruise was merely an extension of their 
good will and was in no way intended to subvert the decision-making 
process. Bob Zimorino was quoted as saying, “They seemed like nice 
guys, so we thought we’d do ’em a favor.”
imofino
Bros
Red Pies Over Montana
Red Pies Over 
Montana 
T-shirts 
Now 
On Sale
New York-Style Pizza & 
Homemade Italian Food
All orders available to eat-in 
or take-out 549-7434
106 W. Main St.
Open 11 a.m.-10 p.m. Tues., Wed., Thurs., & Sat. 
11 a.m.-12 midnite Fri., Closed Sun. & Mon.
This Week’s 
Special 
Chicken 
Madiera
Synfuels Conference . . .
•  Cont. from p. 1.
Board is the only part of the energy 
plan that has passed, David 
Alberswerth, another Northern 
Plains Resource Council staffer, 
said he didn't think there was any 
chance of defeating the proposals 
in Congress.
"The question now is to see what 
kind of power the board will have," 
Alberswerth said.
The Northern Plains Resource 
Council lost in its efforts to halt
PCB . .  . ________
•  Cont. from p. 1.
PCB, the substance is still in 
widespread use. The Pierce Pack­
ing Co. incident is “a terrible 
example of what can happen when 
something is used that can create 
such widespread havoc,” Alkana 
said.
Disposal of chickens 
Once the source of contamina­
tion was revealed, Alkana noted, 
the next step was the proper 
disposal of the contaminated 
animals.
The Solid Waste Bureau is 
keeping track of locations where 
chickens are being burled, Alkana 
said. “ It is encouraged and insisted
“My country, right or wrong" is 
like saying, "My mother, drunk or 
sober."
—Gilbert K. Chesterson
An asylum for the sane would be 
empty in America.
—George Bernard Shaw
construction of coal-fired gen­
erating plants Colstrip 3 and 4, 
which were approved by the 
Environmental Protection Agency 
in September.
“ Even though the units were 
approved there have been 
improvements," Alberswerth said. 
“ M ontana Power o r ig in a lly  
guaranteed the cleaning up of 40 
percent of the sulfur dioxide 
emitted by the plants. Now they 
say they can clean up 85 percent 
or more. They wouldn’t have done
that the chickens be disposed of 
well below the surface," he added.
Alkana did not know if PCB 
could accumulate in plants 
harvested from the ground where 
the chickens are buried.
However, he added that PCB will 
adhere to soil particles and not 
drain into the water table.
PCB found nationwide
Throughout the country in a 
random selection of human blood 
sample, PCB can be found. It also 
has been detected in mother’s milk 
and infant formula, Alkana noted.
PCB collects in the fat tissues of 
the body and is “biologically 
accumulative" meaning it cannot 
be broken down but continually 
accumulates in the body, he said.
Alkana said known effects of 
PCB in humans include birth 
defects, cancer, skin and liver 
ailments and sterility.
The EPA banned the manufac­
ture of PCB on May 31 and phased 
out most of its uses. But 
regulations still allow the con­
tinued use of PCB in existing 
enclosed electricial equipment 
under controlled conditions.
this if it weren't for the hassles they 
encountered."
Northern Plains Resource 
Council is getting ready for the 
fight it expects to encounter over 
the synfuel plants. The ranchers 
and environmentalists who make 
up the group feel that they haven’t 
lost yet, but realize that facing the 
government is harder than facing 
private companies.
“ If you liked Colstrip 3 and 4, 
you'll love synfuel plants 1 through 
36,” Doherty said with a smile.
Aber Day
•  Cont. from p. 1.
“primary emphasis on music,” but 
there would be no beer at all. He 
said his plan was more like a music 
festival, again to be held at the KO 
Rodeo Grounds. So far the ad­
ministration has not agreed to the 
idea.
The administration not only nix­
ed the idea, but also denied MLAC 
the use of the University Center, 
the  A ssoc ia ted  S tud en ts ' 
Bookstore ticket outlet and of the 
Physical Plant, which has 
previously built the stage, Stevens 
said.
But Stevens has two back-up
The penalty for laughing in a 
courtroom is six months in jail; if it 
were not for this penalty, the jury 
would never hear the evidence.
—H. L. Mencken
It could probably be shown by 
facts and figures that there is no 
distinctly native American criminal 
class except congress.
—Mark Twain
•  Cont. from p. 1.
educate the public, Wall added.
The institute is located in Room 
207 of the Forestry Building.
SAC will provide follow-up infor­
mation for students interested in 
the causes of the various groups at 
the conference, Stief said.
“Nobody is going to be able to 
plead ignorance (about en­
vironmental issues),” Stief said. 
“The information is here."
As part of the conference, Paul 
Richards, state director of Com-
plans if his original proposal com­
pletely falls through. One of these 
would be to hold a jazz and blues 
festival in the field house. The 
other plan would be to organize a 
community-oriented program that 
would emphasize the arts, crafts 
and individual talents, along with 
possibilities such as a marathon 
race or a trade fair.
Stevens said he would like to see 
the people of Missoula involved in 
any upcoming MLAC endeavors. 
“ In the future we’re gonna have to 
pay a lot more attention to the 
community if we're gonna sur­
vive,” he said.
mon Cause, will speak on citizen 
participation in energy and en­
vironmental issues at noon today 
in the UC Mall.
Weather or not
Buddy handed me the receiver 
over the bar. It was Sgt. Hammer.
On my way out I nodded to the 
blonde and we talked with oureyes 
about what might have been.
In the car I flipped on the radio to 
help me forget about the blonde. 
They predicted fair skies through 
tomorrow, highs 60-65 and lows 
around 20 or 25.1 didn't much care. 
From what Hammer told me I 
wasn’t going to have much time to 
enjoy the weather.
There was a pack of squad cars 
in front of the house. I parked and 
sat for a minute watching the cops 
outside working to keep some 
curious neighbors in their place. I 
guessed from Hammer’s descrip­
tion of the victim that if they knew 
what was inside they wouldn't be 
so eager.
Dinner Specials
Served nightly from 5-1 
Suttday-Friday
In c lu d e s  c h o ic e  o f  en tre e , 
v e g e ta b le , p o ta to ,  r o l l  & b u tte r , 
a n d  s m a ll  b ev e rag e
$1.95
The University Center Foodservice 
invites the students, staff, faculty and 
friends of the University of Montana 
to attend our n o r iE c o n iN Q
H N N C H =
10 am-1 pm
m m -  c o o p e r  14
MENU: Baron of Beef (Hand Carved)
Bacon Strips and Link Sausages 
Strawberry and Cherry Crepes 
French Toast with Maple Syrup 
Country Fried Potatoes Scrambled Eggs 
Petite Cinnamon Rolls
Assorted Breakfast Danish Fresh Melon Slices 
Blueberries and Spiced Bananas in Sour Cream 
Hot and Cold Beverages Fruit Juices
COFFER CO M M O NS
PRICE: $4.25— non-student
$3.50— UM  student with I.D. 
$2.85—children under 12
Melcher: Carter must save railroad for western support
WASHINGTON (AP)—A Demo­
cratic senator from Montana said 
yesterday it will be hard to support 
President Carter tor reelection in 
his state unless the administration 
acts to save the western lines of 
the financially ailing Milwaukee 
Road.
Sen. John Melcher said at a 
news conference he considers it 
“obvious that we have to have 
President Carter's administration 
being for the Milwaukee before we 
can consider President Carter a 
viable candidate for reelection.
"It would be very difficult for
myself to look favorably on 
President Carter’s candidacy if 
there is a continued adamant 
position on the part of the 
Department of Transportation,” 
Melcher said. He said he was 
speaking for “ many people in 
Montana.”
Rep. Pat Williams, D-Mont., said 
Carter's "future politically is 
inexorably tied to this railroad and 
those of us in the west.”
'The lawmakers urged backing 
for a new bill sponsored by Sen. 
Warren Magnuson, D-Wash., to 
expand availability of federal loans
guarantees to keep the Milwaukee 
running from Montana to the West 
Coast. The railroad’s bankruptcy 
trustee, former Illino is  Gov. 
Richard Ogilvie, has been trying 
to abandon the track to the West 
Coast as a cost-cutting measure. 
He wants to keep the line going in 
the Midwest under a plan he calls 
"Milwaukee II.”
Melcher said that would create 
“a virtual monopoly for the 
Burlington and Northern,” which 
also serves Montana. He said both 
lines are needed to haul western 
grain and coal.
The Montanans released a new 
analysis by the Boston firm of 
Policy and Management Associ­
ates Inc. of the potential profit in 
c o n tin u in g  to  opera te  the 
Milwaukee's western lines. They 
said it showed more favorable 
possibilities than previous studies 
prepared for the Transportation 
Department.
It shows the shortsightedness of 
Trustee Ogilvie's Milwaukee II 
proposal," Williams said.
The lawmakers said Magnu- 
son's bill avoids costly “directed 
service" of the kind ordered 
re c e n tly  by the In te rs ta te  
Commerce Commission for some 
freight runs of the Rock Island 
Lines, which like the Milwaukee 
has filed for reorganization under 
the bankruptcy act.
The ICC has voted to get ready
to do the same for the Milwaukee, 
although federal officials said it 
appears the Rock Island will 
absorb all of the $14 million 
remaining for the purpose. Under 
“direoted service,” the ICC pays 
other railroads to take over 
abandoned runs.
R a ilro a d  e m p loye es  and 
shippers are trying to take over the 
western track with an organization 
called New Milwaukee Lines. The 
Magnuson bill would give them 
until Jan. 1 to present a plan 
acceptable to the ICC and Judge 
Thomas McMillen of U.S. District 
Court in Chicago, where the 
bankruptcy case is being heard.
A sim ilar b ill w ith minor 
differences, sponsored by Reps. 
James J. Florio, D-N.J., and 
Edward R. Madigan, R-lll., is ready 
for floor action in the House.
BYU campus cops extend coverage, 
but encounter legal battle for actions
Stubborn tree thrives at HarvardPROVO (CPS) — Last year David Chipman, a Provo resident, 
answered an ad in the Open Door, 
a local gay newspaper. What 
Chipman didn’t know was that the 
ad was a fake. It was placed by the 
Brigham Young University police 
force, with the aim of getting 
someone to proposition a male 
BYU law enforcement student, 
who was acting as a decoy. The 
student, sure enough, was wearing 
a concealed electronic device 
which sent signals monitored by 
BYU officers. When Chipman and 
the student left for nearby Wasatch 
County, Chipman was arrested by 
the BYU for forcible sexual abuse, 
a felony charge in Utah.
On Oct. 25, Chipman will go on 
trial, and in his defense will charge 
that the BYU police had no 
business conducting off-campus 
surveillance, that it had no jurisdic­
tion off-campus, and that it en­
trapped him.
“The main question," says 
Ronald Stanger, Chipman's at­
torney, "is what power should the 
BYU force have in the community. 
Here you have a private police
Cliffs Notes help busy 
people...
•  study more effectively.
•  increase understanding of 
novels, plays and poems.
•  review quickly for exams. 
Come in today! We have 
more than 200 Cliffs Notes 
titles to help improve your 
grades and save time.
Available at:
BO O K SELLER
power that is responsible only to 
the university and the church 
(which runs BYU). Should you 
really have a force that is not 
accountable to the community?"
At the time Chipman was 
arrested, the BYU officers were 
acting as deputies of the Utah 
County Sheriffs Office. Since the 
arrest, the Utah legislature has 
recognized the BYU force as a 
state police agency.
Paul Richards, BYU public 
relations director, denies the un­
iversity — which, like its ruling 
church, strictly forbids homosex­
uality — has been involved in a 
program of surveillance of gays,
though there had been incidents in 
which the BYU police had occa­
sion to follow gays. He recalled 
that the BYU police had conducted 
surveillance at a local off-campus 
gay bar, but explained the police 
followed a student into the bar as 
part of a drug investigation, not a 
probe of sexual activity.
Richards, however, did call the 
Chipman case one in which “an 
officer overstepped his duties."
That is also the thrust of a 
companion suit soon to be filed by 
the American Civil Liberties Union, 
according to Utah ACLU Director 
Shirty Pedler.
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) — A 
tree grows in Cambridge, on the 
Harvard campus. And it keeps 
growing despite repeated efforts 
by some students to get rid of it.
The tree was planted 20 years 
ago, on Columbus Day, by City 
Councilman Alfred Velluci, who 
wanted to dem onstrate his 
displeasure with an article in the 
Harvard Lampoon, the student 
humor magazine.
The article said America was 
discovered by Leif Ericson, a 
Norwegian; and Velluci, being 
Italian and very proud of it, took
exception.
So he planted an ash tree in front 
of the Lampoon building, hoping 
to someday hide the castle-like 
s truc tu re  from  pub lic  view 
because “ it was the ugliest 
building I ever did see.
"The students, knowing it was 
my tree, broke it in half so that It 
was just a stump," Velluci said.
“ But it would not die and 
everytime I passed that gallant 
little tree I would say, ‘Grow on 
and on and on.' And it did grow, 
and now it  completely covers the 
ugly thing.”
Lead the Pack.
In Arm y ROTC not all o f our classrooms are classrooms. Training to  
be a leader means taking w hat you learned indoors outdoors 
where you can be in fron t o f the rest. Doing som ething exhilarating 
like blazing a trail through unfam iliar terrain w ith nothing but your 
wits to  guide you. Or like clim bing a sheer c liff and rapelling o ff it 
like a high diver Adventure training is fun and Arm y ROTC makes it
hell-roaring fun!
And there's no m ilitary
X v5 y  rn, i  <tt n
W •  C L A S S E S *S E M IN A R S
•  CO SM IC  W O RKSHOPS  
•  G U E S T L E C T U R E S  ^ C H A R T IN G
. ASTROLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY BOOKS • 
^  LARGEST SELECTION IN THE NORTHWEST
MARVEL LA CASSE • Professional Astrologer -  A.F.A. Member 
DR A W ER S  * BONNER. M O NTANA 59823 •  (4 0 6 )2 5 8  6224
i u u i l  C H O P  SUITE 505 * 543-8748 HOURS
DV7V7IV ^ n u r  WEST. MONT. BANK BLOG. 10 A.M.-5 P.M./MON.-SAT.
The Richest & Creamiest Ice Cream In Town
%
The Only Ice Cream Made in Missoula
Try Our 
New Natural 
Honey Flavors
Downtown
In back of Little Professor 
Book Center 
11am-9pm Mon-Sat
South Center 
(Behind Albertson's) 
10:30am-11pm Every Day
Oct. 8 thru Oct. 13 “ ■>
ROBERT CRAY
B A N D
Grizzlies bombed by aerial attack
UM TAILBACK ROCKY KLEVER sweeps past a Boise State defender on 
his way to a long gain during the Broncos’ 37-35 win over the Grizzlies 
Saturday. (Staff photo by Darrel Mast.)
The Montana Grizzlies' overall 
record slipped to 1-3 on the sea­
son after Saturday's 37-35 loss to 
Big Sky Conference foe Boise 
State University.
In a free-wheeling struggle that 
generated 1,098 yards of total 
offense, a new NCAA Division I- 
AA single-game record, a 2-point 
safety that resulted when the 
University of Montana quarterback 
Bob Boyes was sacked in the end 
zone sealed the Grizzlies' defeat.
The sack came with less than 
three minutes remaining in the 
game and put the Broncos ahead 
to stay 37-28. A Montana rally 
paced by tailback Rocky Klever's 
six-yard scoring run and Raul 
Allegre's extra point kick were not 
enough.
Q ua rte rback  Joe A lio t t i 
spearheaded the Bronco attack 
rushing for 51 yards and passing 
for 330, including two touchdown 
receptions by wide receiver Mike 
Brady and one by tailback Cedric 
Minter. Fullback David Hughes 
and tailback Terry Zahner each 
scored a touchdown to round out 
Boise's scoring.
Montana's Boyes passed for 317 
total yards, including a 76-yard 
scoring pass to Klever. Six other 
Boyes’ aerials were caught by Jim 
Hard for 145 yards. Klever led all 
rushers in the game with 137 yards, 
including touchdown scampers of 
6 and 45 yards.
Other UM scores came on one- 
yard touchdown runs by Boyes 
and fullback Doug Egbert. Allegre 
completed the Grizzly scoring by 
connecting on ail five conversion 
attempts. The Grizzlies generated
484 total yards compared to 614 
yards for Boise.
The Grizzly defense was once 
again anchored by linebacker Kent 
Clausen with 15 assisted tackles 
and three unassisted. Defensive 
end Sam Martin was close behind 
with 14 tackles. Defensive backs 
Ed Cerkovnik and Greg Dunn
each had four unassisted tackles. 
Dunn led the team in return 
yardage with 85 yards.
The Grizzlies now sport a 1-2 
conference record going into 
Saturday’s Homecoming en­
counter with the Idaho State 
University Bengals at Dornblaser 
Field.
UM splkers place second In tourney
The University of Montana 
women's volleyball team fell to the 
Bobcats of Montana State Univer­
sity 15-6 and 15-3 in the cham­
pionship match of the UM In­
vitational last weekend in 
Missoula.
The Grizzly spikers won their 
first five matches in the tourna­
ment before they met the strong 
Bozeman squad.
Nevertheless, UM Coach Dick 
Scott was impressed with the 
team’s performance over the 
weekend. He said his squad played 
very well until the championship 
game when it was easily beaten by 
a MSU group that included four 
girls more than six feet tall.
Scott cited Pat Benson and 
Wendy Hinseman as the keys in 
the UM wins. He also praised Rena 
Camel and Ann Swisher for their 
exceptional performances.
Scott said he was especially 
proud of the way his team came 
back to defeat Washington State in 
the decisive third game of one 
match. UM lost a big lead to the 
Cougars before finally prevailing 
16-14.
'That was one of the most 
important victories of this season 
because it gave us some con­
fidence,” Scott said. “ It showed we 
could beat a quality opponent.” 
The Grizzlies will play in Gon- 
zaga tonight and at the Portland 
State Invitational this weekend.
O  “We specialize O 4
O  r  in Student Travel" rn
^^“' t r a v e l  MASTERS"
across from Fairgrounds gate 728-3005
STUDENT TRAVEL 
HEADQUARTERS
Going Home for Thanksgiving or 
Christmas Holidays?. . . .  
BOOK NOW!
Many flights are already full! 
"We Guarantee the lowest available fares 
and best connections possible."
Ask about Holiday Ski packages or 
Reno/Vegas Fun Trips
Harriers do well over weekend
BOISE STATE'S SCOTT BLACKBURN holds off Grizzly harrier Scott Browning to secure fifth place In 
Saturday's dual meet won by UM 27-28. (Staff photo by Darrel Mast.)
Tom Raunlg and Dave Gordon 
led the University of Montana 
men’s cross-country team to a 
narrow 27-28 victory over Boise 
State University Saturday at the 
UM golf course.
UM's one-two finish by Raunig 
and Gordon and the efforts of 
harriers Scott Browning, Kevin 
Nichols and Mike Brady to break 
into the top 10 finishers gave the 
Grizzlies the one-point edge.
‘They (Boise) fully expected to 
beat us," Coach Marshall Clark 
said. “ I was counting on Raunig 
and Gordon to finish one-two,” he 
added, “and if we could break up 
their runners I knew we could win.”
Raunig completed the 10,000- 
meter course in 31:22.5 minutes, 
more than two minutes faster than 
he ran the race earlier this year.
Coming on strong in the final 
stretch of the race, UM's Browning 
placed sixth, edging Boise's 
Howard Conley and nearly beating 
Scott Blackburn in a photo finish.
Nichols finished eighth for the 
harriers, in what Clark called "one 
of the biggest surprises” of the 
race.
“ If he (Nichols) hadn't run so 
well, we wouldn't have won,” Clark
said. He added the barefooted 
Nichols is the “most improved” 
member on the Grizzly team.
Although Boise beat UM earlier 
this season in a non-scored meet, 
Clark said that the Grizzlies have 
“ improved much more than 
Boise.”
The longer distance of the race, 
the higher elevation and the home 
course advantage were helpful to 
the harriers, he said.
“We're not as strong a team as 
Boise," Clark said, “but our 
runners, especially Raunig and 
Gordon, are more effective at 
longer distances.”
All of UM's harriers had faster 
times Saturday than their Sept. 15 
team trial times.
Women’s cross-country
Despite “butterflies” at the start 
of the 5,000-meter Berkeley In­
vitational, the University of Mon­
tana women’s cross-country team 
tied for sixth place Saturday, in a 
meet that featured some of the 
country’s top female runners.
The University of Arizona won 
the meet, scoring 39 points. The 
top-rated team, the University of 
California at Berkeley, was second
with 48 points. UM tied for sixth 
place with Oregon State Universi­
ty, both tallying 151 points.Twelve 
teams participated in the meet.
“ For us to be in that kind of 
competition and to tie for sixth 
with a school the size of Oregon 
State is tremendous,” Coach Dick 
Koontz said.
Gretchen Goebel was UM's top 
placer, finishing 17th out of 83 
runners.
UM's harriers were "nervous and 
apprehensive" before the race 
Koontz said. “No one knew what to 
expect.”
“Our program has been around 
for three years,” he explained, 
"and most of the schools we ran 
against have had cross-country 
programs for years.”
Besides being the smallest 
school at the meet, Koontz said 
“the other schools spend 10 times 
the money on their programs as we 
do on ours."
“ It took the first half-mile for the 
butterflies to go away,” he said, 
“after that the girls moved up well."
“ It's an advantage to us to run in 
that kind of competition,” Koontz 
added. “ It should be a boost to our 
program.”
Tennis team defeats Bozeman 6-3
The University of Montana 
women's tennis team avenged last 
spring's trouncing defeat at the 
hands of Montana State University 
with a 6-3 win over the Bobcats 
Monday on the UM courts.
UM Coach Paul Larson praised 
his entire squad for its efforts, 
especially UM netters Birgitte 
Giaever, Lynanne Otto, Cathy
McDonell and Jane Heintzman.
Larson said that Otto and 
Heintzman won “pretty easily" 
while McDonell had a match point 
against her and came back to win.
Otto defeated one of the better 
players in the conference (MSU's 
Karen Eggan) and Heintzman did 
well despite missing a week of 
practice with a sprained ankle, he
explained.
Sophomore Norwegian-transfer 
Giaever was very impressive in 
defeating MSU's Jeanne Rogers, 
Larson said. Rogers was one of the 
top three women's tennis players 
in the region last year.
He said the addition of four new 
girls "is making the difference” 
between this year's and last year's 
teams.
THE STAKE OUT
THE GRIZZLY GROCERY CENTER 
25 cents off any sandwich 
with this coupon
Limit 1 coupon per sandwich
BOOKSHELF BLOCKS AND SHELVING
Wood Burning Stoves and Accessories
Located Behind the Super Save on South 3rd West 
Take Catlin to 1750 Idaho 728-6790
asmry Supply
r --------------------------------------------------------------- — i
I DIRECTOR OF V O C ATIO N S  Q  Priesthood
i MISSIONHURST □  B rotherhood
I 4651 N . 25th Street 
J A rling to n , VA. 22250
j NAM E ...................................................................................................
j ADDRESS..............................................................................................  {
I CITY ............................................ STA TE ............................ .............  |
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Ja G E : --------EDUCATION: HIGH S C H O O L -------- COLLEGE-------- j
MISSIONHURST ... A community 
of Catholic priests and brothers 
ministering to God’s people in 
Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan, 
Taiwan, the Philippines,
Indonesia, Republic of Zaire, 
Cameroon, Senegal, Zambia,
Nigeria, Guatemala, Haiti, the 
Dominican Republic and Brazil. 
Send for free brochure.
Serving — 
Soup Salads 
Sandwiches
Downtown — In the Alley Behind Penney's 
Mon-Sat 9-4:30 pm
presents
' M Joanne Dahlkoetten
W8| Vocalist and Guitarist
t ± /
Upstairs Bar
W Wed.-Sat. 9-1V 102 Ben Hogan Drive
V Alternatives for 93 Strip situation outlined
If our special bite-free 
pipe tobacco doesn’t 
make you happy, then 
forget about pipe smok­
ing. Come in and ask for 
“Hint of Marashino" 
Free sample pipeful.
The BELL II
Southgate Mall - 728-2181 
Mon-Frl 10-9 Sat 10-6
By EDDYE McCLURE
Montana Knlmln Contributing Reporter
For most Missoulians, “malfunc­
tion junction" indicates the in­
tersection of Highway 93 with 
Russell Street and South Avenue. 
For food junkies, it can mean a 
critical loss of a four o'clock 
ham burger. T rue add ic ts , 
however, have learned numerous 
routes, some involving 27 stop 
signs, just to avoid the junction.
Malfunction junction and other 
crowded streets reflect the “status 
quo attitude of the city government 
toward traffic,” City Traffic 
Engineer Earl Reed said in an 
interview last week.
The basic problem, Reed said, is 
that three heavily-traveled 
roadways meet at one intersection.
/ \  NORTHWEST "Personalized Service"
Z r r X  PROFESSIONAL
/ \ R / \  o p t ic s  . x Prescription Eyewear
Contact Lens Accessories
Contact Cleaning
We f il l any prescrip tion from & Polishing
Eyedoctor o f  your choice Designer Line Eyewear
600 Kensington Sq. Frame Repair & Fitting
Located at Kensington 
and 93 South
Quality Sunglasses
Hrs. Mon.-Frl. 9-6, Sat. 9-1 ph. 728-0044
LOSE SOMETHING? 
KAIMIN LOST & 
FOUND ADS ARE
FREE!
Jr Y*
With the city council's commit­
ment to protect the character of 
neighborhoods, a “ constant 
philosophical conflict over the 
needs of motorists and residents 
exist,”  Reed said.
Since 1969, the traffic in Mis­
soula has increased 35 percent, he 
added, and “ if the city continues to 
grow with no change in the current 
political attitude, the traffic situa­
tion won't really change."
Reed said that Missoula drivers 
must wait in lines because of 
narrow streets and malfunctioning 
traffic signals.
In 1969, “traffic-sensitive” signal 
lights replaced stop signs at the 93 
intersection. Timing devices in 
each light monitor the traffic on 
each street and vary the signals 
accordingly.
The problem of malfunction 
junction is increased by what Reed 
calls "conflict points.” The points 
occur, he said, because there is no 
organized control of the traffic 
crossing Brooks Street or of the 
parking lots along 93 Strip.
This means that with the angle of 
sidestreets and parking lots along 
Brooks, motorists can freely pick 
and choose routes "to destroy one 
another." At present, Reed said,
“ it's every man for himself.”
In an informal hearing spon­
sored by the Montana Power 
Co. Oct. 3. State Highway 
Department engineers proposed 
three alternatives to improve con­
ditions around the 93 intersection.
While none of the plans would 
actually reduce traffic, Reed said 
that each would "reduce the 
number of conflicting points." All 
three proposals are designed to 
work within the existing 60-foot 
right-of-way, and attempt to 
provide safer accesses to local 
businesses and improve safety 
along Brooks and the Highway 93.
In alternatives A and B, defined 
openings and single driveways on 
Brooks would be created to reduce 
the number of “conflict points.” 
“A" provides for the placement of 
raised curbs in front of businesses 
along Brooks and Highway 93, 
while “ B” would accomplish the 
same end result with the construc­
tion of raised islands. One feature 
of “B" is that the islands would 
“ reduce head-on accidents by 
separating the two directions of 
traffic,” Reed said.
Alternative C is simply a com­
bination of A and B. Reed said that 
all three designs include an added
right turn lane from Brooks into 
Russell and a double left turn lane 
from South Avenue onto Brooks.
State highway department of­
ficials have fixed the cost of 
alternative A or B at $1 million, 
while the cost of alternative C was 
estimated between $1 and $2 
million. Regardless of the plan 
adopted, construction costs would 
be covered by federal funds, Reed 
said, and “would not cost the city 
of Missoula anything.”
Long wait to vote
SPARTANBURG, S.C. (AP) — 
Ed Coleman never bothered to 
vote until he was a century old, 
but now he's a stand-up-and-be- 
counted supporter of participa­
tion in democracy.
Coleman, 103, walked 2'/i 
miles in 4'k hours to reach the 
polls for last Tuesday’s balloting. 
He said he wasn't always that 
dedicated. “ I didn't realize that I 
was giving away my voice in 
government.”
But on,Tuesday, he couldn’t 
find anyone to drive him to 
vote, so he started out walking.
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Serving your 
favorite Deli 
Sandwiches— 
Soups - Salads 
and Fresh Baked 
Desserts
"Never A Disappointment"
424 N. Higgins, on the alley between Pine & Spruce St.
Mon.-Frl., 9-6, Sat. 10-6
JIMMY BUFFETT, pictured in the middle, and his Coral Reefer Band drew an audience of 5,975 during his 
second Missoula appearance within the last two years. Total gross profits for the concert were $43,080, with 
ASUM Programming drawing 10 percent of that total. After field house expenses were deducted 
Programming’s profits amounted to $3,446.40. The Sunday night performance marked Buffett's final tour date 
for 1979.
j j f l l V E B S l y y
243-2733
OPEN
Afternoons and Evenings
NICE BOWLING!
Tuesday League:
Jim Wontor — 205 game 
Varsity fo r the Week:
Tony Lubke — 246 game 
844 4-game series 
Tom Kunz — 806 4-game series 
Stan Parr — 233 game 
Dan Brittenham — 224 game 
Bob Kern — 225 game 
Garland Stiffarm — 245 game
SPECIAL TODAY
Pool-Shooting Happy Hour: % price 4-6 pm
ASK FOR A FREE 
MONTANA GRIZZLY 
BUMPER STICKER
With the Purchase of 
Any Order at the
93 STOP and GO
Drive-In
2205 Brooks 
Highway 93 So.
